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This is a book about running the IPv6 protocol in heterogeneous environments. It will tell
you how to enable the protocol on Windows, MacOS, FreeBSD, Linux, and Cisco routers, and,
up to a point, on Juniper routers. The intent behind the book is to present a clear view of the
aspects to IPv6 that are of interest to those who’ll be running and administrating the protocol,
not to bombard the reader with unnecessary details. This means that the book covers the IPv6
specifications to the degree necessary to successfully operate an IPv6 network; for a detailed
discussion of the IPv6 protocol itself, see IPv6 Essentials by Silvia Hagen (O’Reilly & Associates,
2002) or IPv6: The New Internet Protocol (Second Edition) by Christian Huitema (Prentice Hall,
1998). Alternatively, you can get this information straight from the horse’s mouth by reading the
relevant Request For Comment documents that specify the IPv6 standards. See Appendix A for
a list of IPv6-related RFCs and how to obtain RFCs.

This book is a little different from most technical books. Rather than explain IPv6 as a
more or less self-contained technology, most chapters deal with the impact that IPv6 has on
a particular aspect of IP networking, such as configuring hosts (Chapter 2), routing (Chapter 4),
the DNS (Chapter 5), applications (Chapter 6), security (Chapter 9), and providing transit
services if you’re an ISP (Chapter 11). All these chapters address two audiences: people who
already know the chapter’s subject and just need to know what’s different in IPv6, and people
who have some TCP/IP background but aren’t all that familiar with the subject discussed in
the chapter, let alone with how it relates to IPv6. So all these chapters have some background
information that experts already know, but the chapters quickly proceed into more complex
territory, so non-experts may find it hard to follow the entire chapter.

Many chapters build on information from earlier chapters, so reading the book from the
beginning to the end is not a bad idea. However, there are frequent pointers to other chapters,
so don’t be afraid to start in the middle of the book if that’s your thing.
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Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and NetworkingInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Multimedia technology and networking are changing at a remarkable rate. Despite the telecoms crash of 2001, innovation in networking applications, technologies, and services has continued unabated. The exponential growth of the Internet, the explosion of mobile communications, the rapid emergence of electronic commerce, the restructuring of...
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Planets and Planetary SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Planetary Science is an exciting, fast-moving, interdisciplinary field with courses taught in a wide range of departments, including astronomy, physics, chemistry, earth sciences and biology. Planets and Planetary Systems is a well-written, concise introductory textbook on the science of planets within our own and other solar systems.
...
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012

	Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes, Fourth Edition


	New full-color code examples help you see how SQL statements are structured   


	 


	Whether you're an application developer, database...
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Professional SharePoint 2010 DevelopmentWrox Press, 2010

	Learn to leverage the features of the newest version of SharePoint, in this update to the bestseller


	More than simply a portal, SharePoint is Microsoft's popular content management solution for building intranets and Web sites or hosting wikis and blogs. Offering broad coverage on all aspects of development for the...
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Negotiate and Win: Unbeatable Real-World Strategies from the NYPD's Top NegotiatorMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Every day, you participate in negotiations. Whether you’re working out a deal  with a client, asking for a raise, discussing a weekly allowance with your  child, or planning a weekend with your spouse, your life is filled with this  intricate process. In Negotiate and Win, former NYPD hostage negotiator  Dominick Misino breaks...
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Desktop Applications for Microsoft VC++ 6.0: MCSD Training Kit (for exam 70-016)Microsoft Press, 1999
Welcome to Desktop Applications with Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 MCSD Training Kit. By completing the chapters and associated Lab exercises in this course, you will acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to develop solutions using Visual C++ 6.0.

This book addresses the objectives of the Microsoft Certified Solution Developer...
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